Tourist Payment Service
Payment solutions for a shrinking world

Operating Globally. Thinking Locally.
Did you know that Elavon can authorise payments in
nearly 100 currencies?
Whether for holidays, business trips or educational
opportunities, millions of people from all over the world
visit Europe every year. Many and varied businesses in
tourist locations serve visitors from other countries and the
rise of online shopping opens your business to shoppers
everywhere. So if your business regularly attracts
European or International customers, Elavon is ideally
placed to make processing their payments completely
seamless.
Elavon’s Tourist Payment Service combines Dynamic
Currency Conversion, multi-currency capabilities and a
unique tax-free solution providing service and choice to
your travelling customers, AND delivers news lines of
revenue to your business.
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Simple & Seamless
Get fully functional solutions operating all
from just one point-of-sale device.

New Source of Revenue
Create a new source of revenue while
benefiting your international clientele.

Improved Customer Service
Appeal to your international customers with
the simplicity these solutions offer.

Elavon has a number
of ways to help you
provide a better
service to your
foreign customers

Instant. Immediate. Easy to use.
Dynamic Currency Conversion (DCC)
As you can imagine, most people are more comfortable making purchases in their home
currency. Yet typically when travelling, card payments are made in the local currency and
converted later, with the card holder paying a conversion fee to the card issuer. Imagine your
customers’ pleasure if you could offer to take their payment in their home currency, so they know
exactly how much they are paying for it, there and then.
Available in card-present, mail order/telephone order, and online e-commerce environments,
Elavon’s DCC converts international Visa and MasterCard purchases for up to 48 currencies
(more than any other processor) at the time of sale and rebates a portion of the conversion fee
back to your business; pure profit for you. Elavon manages the entire conversion process – from
direct treasury exchange rates and transaction processing, to back-end reconciliation, settlement,
funding and support. That means in addition to realising bottom line benefits, your business
enjoys added efficiency from a single provider. It couldn’t be simpler.
Tax-free service
Through the same point-of-sale device used to process all your credit and debit transactions,
cardholders who are eligible for international tax refunds are automatically recognised and
provided with the information needed to reclaim international tax duties on the purchase of
goods.
When combined with DCC, Elavon’s Tax-Free Service helps your business better serve travelling
your customers, while generating additional revenue for your business through rebates from a
portion of conversion fees.
Multi-currency processing
Elavon’s multi-currency solution allows you to market your products and services on your website
in nearly 100 of the world’s leading currencies. So if you operate your business over the internet
you can offer your products to a number of different international markets in local currencies.
Cardholders can pay in their local currency and we process and fund the payment to you in your
home currency. It couldn’t be simpler.
For more detailed information about how your business could benefit from value-added tourist
solutions please call your sales representative.

We are better at our business
so you can be better at yours
For more information, please visit us at
www.elavon.com
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